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INTRODUCTION TO MAGNEMEDIA 

Thanks to the mass production of microcomputers there's 
a whole new world of computer fun, help and learning 
available to all who want it. Magnemedia makes it possible 
for you to have the programs you want at a price you can 
afford. 

Magnemedia programs include: time and money saving 
routines, mind-building educational programs, and exciting 
games and entertainment. The programs all conform to a 
standard format - instructions follow the same pattern in 
each publication. 

The prices follow a pricing structure based on the idea 
that you can as easily afford a Magnemedia computer pro
gram as you can your favorite music record or tape. The 
album format allows you to store your programs in a neat 
fashion on any standard bookshelf. 
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APPLICATION 

This program is designed for use with the Apple II Com
puter. The program title indicates the user memory size 
(RAM) required to store and run the program. 

FURTHER DOCUMENTATION 

Lists and notes of all programs plus a complete print out 
are available from Magnemedia. Use the enclosed order blank 
to obtain these lists. 

AVAILABLE FOR OTHER 
POPULAR COMi'UTERS ALSO 

GUARANTEE 

This program is guaranteed to function when used in the 
computer specified with sufficient memory . If the tape 
or program is found defective when new,Magnemedia will 
replace it. Send the tape and $1.00 handling charge to 
Magnemedia. 

PURPOSE 

DON'T FALL is designed to make learning a list of wo rd s 
an exciting and enjoyable experience. 

OPERATION 

1. Type RUN and press "Return". The little man begins to 
walk to the edge of the cliff. He falls, starts over, and falls 
again, until someone presses one of the keys on the key
board. After a key has been pressed, the man still walks to 
the edge and falls before the game actually begins . 

2. The computer asks for your name. Type your first name 
and press "Return". 

3. Next you are asked, "How Difficult?" Your answer does 
not determine what kind of word will be chosen, but where 
the man will start on the ledge. If you type 1 (for EASY), 
the man will start at the far left of the ledge and will take 
13 steps before he falls. If you type 2 (for NORMAL), the 
man will start in the middle and will have 7 steps before 
he falls. If you type 3 (for HARD), he will only have 4 
steps before he falls! Type the number and press "Return". 

4. You are asked if you are playing against the computer. 
A. If you type NO, you will be asked whether you want 

to enter the word yourself or let the computer choose 
the word. That means, do you and a friend want to 
put words in to try to stump each other? Or do you 
want the computer to simply choose the word for you? 
Type the number ( 1 or 2) and press "Return". 



B. If you type YES the computer wi ll choose a word 
for you to guess. Later you will get to give the compu· 
ter a word and watch it try to figure it out. 

Answer the question. Type YES or NO and press 
"Return". 

5. The man appears at the place you chose for him. The 
length of the word will be indicated by dashes in the 
bottom left corner of the screen. The computer invites 
you to "Guess a Letter." 

6. Type a letter (always press "Return" afterwards). If the 
letter belongs in the word, it will appear in its proper 
place (each place it is used in the word.) If the letter you 
have chosen is not in the word, the computer will "beep", 
the man will take a step toward the edge of the cliff, and 
the wrong letter will be printed in a list of "Wrong Letters" 
near the bottom of the screen. 

7. Continue to guess letters until you have discovered the 
word or have fallen off the cliff! If you fall, the computer 
will tell you what the proper word is. If you guess the 
word, it will say "You win!" 

8. If you are playing against the computer, you may type 
in a word for the computer to guess. It can be any word, 
but it must not have more than twenty letters. The com
puter will then start on the same spot on the ledge where 
you started. It will guess one letter at a time. Once the 
computer has either guessed the word or fallen over the 
cliff, a scoreboard will appear showing the scores for both 

) 
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you and the computer. It asks if you want to play again . 
If you answer YES, the computer will pick another word 
from the list. 

TO CHANGE THE LIST OF WORDS 

1. Stop the program by pressing the "Control"key and the 
"C" key at the same time. Press "Return". Type TEXT 
and press "Return". 

2. Type LIST 100 and press "Return". You will see the 
current list of words in the computer. 

3 . Retype the line. Be sure to start by typ ing the line number 
(100). Press "Return" when you have finished typing the 
new list. In case the computer gives the message SYNTAX 
ERR, carefully retype the line, being sure to use quotation 
marks. Use a blank space before the first word in the list. 
Total length of the line (including C$=) is 120 spaces. 

Example: 
100 C$="DOG CAT HORSE PIG COW DUCK MOUSE 
HIPPOTAMUS ELEPHANT ZEBRA CHICKEN TURKEY 
FROG GIRAFFE MOOSE SMAKE LIZARD FISH" 

* * * 



If you have more than 8K RAM memory, you can lengthen 
the list by typing addit ional words at line 105. 

Example: 
105 C$ (LEN(C$)+1 =" GNU LION OX KANGAROO 
TIGE R WOLF" 

Total length of the list is 255 letters and spaces. You will 
also need to change the DIM (d imension) statement in 
line 10 so that it includes this : C$(255) . 

Note: The purchaser may copy the altered program for his 
his own use but not for the use of others. 

.. 

PROBLEMS? 

You shouldn't have any, but in case you do check out 
the following for solving your problem: 

1. Can't Load The Program 
- Check computer by trying another program. 
- Be sure computer has large enough memory for the 

program 
-Turn computer off, set tape up at beginning of tone 

and start over. 

2. Program Stops 
-Use "Err Message" section of computer manual to 

determine the cause. 
- Reload program. 

3. Accidentally hit "Reset" key . 
- Return to Basic by pressing "Control" and "C" key 

at the same time. 

4. Can't Clear Screen To Restart Program 
- Enter these commands, and press "Return" after 

each one : 
-TEXT "Return" key 
- POKE 34,0 "Return" key 
-POKE 35,24 "Return"key 
-POKE 32,0 "Return" key 
-POKE 33,40 "Return" key 
-Type RUN "Return" key 

Now your program should have started. If it doesn't we 
both have problems. 



NOTES 

AUDIO INSTRUCTIONS 

Verbal instructions are on side one of the tape. You may 
find it helpful to listen to this before starting the program. 
You know- If all else fails .... 

ARE YOU A PROGRAMMER? 

Computer programmers seem to be coming out of the wood
work everywhere. Some are pros. Some are beginners. Some 
haven't even started yet, but it may not be long before they 
are making an important contribution with their ideas. 

If you have a program worth marketing we invite you to do 
it through Magnemedia. The royalties may help you to buy 
bigger and better toys. Don' t wait - Contact us now. 



THE MAGNEMEDIA LIBRARY OF PERSONAL COMPUTER 

PROGRAMS 

Leading the way in: 

* Simplicity -everyone can use the computer with these 
programs. 

* Usability -Audio explanations with every program, 
PLUS standardized instructions to take 
out the guesswork. 

* Economy -prices you can afford . 
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